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Dynamic prediction of long-term survival in patients with ...
The baseline clinical characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 1 Among the patients, 1240 (468%) were<65years, 608 (23%) were
65–74years old, and 799 Dynamic prediction of long-term survival in patients with primary gastric diffuse large B-cell lymphoma: a SEER populationbased study
Dynamic Risk Prediction Using Survival Tree Ensembles with ...
Nov 17, 2020 · Dynamic Risk Prediction Using Survival Tree Ensembles with Application to Cystic Fibrosis Yifei Sun, Sy Han Chiou, Colin OWu,
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Meghan McGarry, and Chiung-Yu Huang Abstract With the availability of massive amounts of data from electronic health records and reg-istry
databases, incorporating time-varying patient information to improve risk
Open access Original research Dynamic prediction of ...
dynamic prediction model overcomes these problems, as it assesses the survival probability from different times t Such a model can be developed
using a landmarking approach9 The primary aim of this study was to develop a dynamic prediction model for OS based on a large cohort of patients
with ES treated according to the EURO-EWING 99 (EE99)
RESEARCH Open Access Dynamic prediction of hospital ...
survival forest model The model achieves remarkable performance and could be easily deployed to monitor patients in real time Keywords: Claim
data, Survival analysis, Dynamic prediction, Random survival forest, Sliding window, Congestive heart failure, Hospitalization Background There is a
great need for health care service providers,
Dynamic prediction modeling for cancer‐associated venous ...
to clinical practice, the authors should be commended on their in-novative and creative approach to model cancer-associated VTE, as they have done
before12 It would be interesting to explore whether a dynamic version of clinical risk scores with readily available items, such as the Khorana score,
could improve prediction without the
Prediction of mortality in metastatic colorectal cancer in ...
Nov 25, 2020 · prognostic model for prediction of survival at two and 3 years was validated via bootstrapping to obtain calibration and discrimination
C-indices and dynamic time dependent AUC Results: Age, sidedness, number of organs with metastases, lung as only site of metastasis, BRAF
mutation status and treatment type were selected for the model
The Landmark Approach: An Introduction and Application to ...
Landmarking Dynamic prediction Dynamic prediction and landmarking Landmarking and competing risksDiscussion Background Correct approaches
I Crucial issue: "responder" versus "non-responder" is something that is not known at baseline I When studying survival, it is not allowed to make
groups based on something that will happen in the future
Harnessing repeated measurements of predictor variables ...
8 ((``predict" or ``predicts" or ``prediction" or ``predicting") adj3 (``mortality" OR ``survival"))ti,ab 9 (``dynamic prediction" OR ``dynamic
predictions" OR ``dynamic prognostic" OR ``dynamic clinical prediction")ti,ab 10 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 11 5 OR 6 OR 7 OR 8 12 10 AND 11 13 12 OR 9
Table 2 Search limits specific to MEDLINE, Embase and Web
Tutorial in Joint Modeling and Prediction: a statistical ...
Keywords: dynamic prediction, frailty, joint model, longitudinal data, predictive accuracy, R, survival analysis 1 Introduction Joint models Recent
technologies allow registration of greater and greater amount of data In the medical research di erent kinds of patient information are gathered over
time together with clinical
1 Author Manuscript
Dynamic prediction incorporates time-dependent marker information accrued during follow-up to improve personalized survival prediction
probabilities At any follow-up, or ﬁlandmarkﬂ, time, the residual time distribution for an individual, conditional on their updated marker values, can
be used to produce a dynamic prediction
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Biochemical recurrence‐free conditional probability after ...
Original Article: Clinical Investigation Biochemical recurrence-free conditional probability after radical prostatectomy: A dynamic prognosis Silvia
Garcıa-Barreras,1 Rafael Sanchez-Salas,1 Carlos Mejia-Monasterio,2 Fabio Muttin,3 Fernando Secin,4 Paolo Dell’Oglio,3 Igor Nunes-Silva,1 Victor
Srougi,1 Eric Barret,1 Franc ois Rozet,1 Dominique Prapotnich1 and Xavier Cathelineau1
Conditional Survival: A Useful Concept to Provide ...
Conditional survival (CS)isdeﬁned as the probability of surviving further t years, given that a patient has already survived s years after the diagnosis
of a chronic disease It is the simplest form of a dynamic prediction in which other events in the course of the disease or biomarker values measureduptotimecan be incorporateds CS has
Dynamic RMST curves for survival analysis in clinical trials
Dynamic RMST curves for survival analysis in clinical trials Jason J Z Liao*, G Frank Liu and Wen-Chi Wu Abstract Background: The data from
immuno-oncology (IO) therapy trials often show delayed effects, cure rate, crossing hazards, or some mixture of these phenomena Thus, the
proportional hazards (PH) assumption is often violated
Package ‘ncvreg’
the survival package, except the cross-validated linear predictors are used to guard against over-ﬁtting Thus, the values returned by AUCcvncvsurv
will be lower than those you would obtain with survConcordance if you ﬁt the full (unpenalized) model Author(s) Patrick Breheny, Brandon Butcher,
and Lawrence Hunsicker References
Advantages of a multi-state approach in surgical research ...
survival analysis Methods: We re-analyzed data from the RCT FOGT-2 study by using a multi-state model Based on the results we defined a high and
low risk reference patient Using dynamic prediction, we estimated how the survival probability changes as more information about the clinical
history of the patient becomes available
From Static to Dynamic Risk Prediction: Time Is Everything
5 Rizopoulos D Dynamic predictions and prospective accu-racy in joint models for longitudinal and time-to-event data Bio-metrics 2011;67(3):819-829
6 Van Houwelingen HC, Putter H Dynamic Prediction in Clinical Survival Analysis Boca Raton, FL: Chapman & Hall/ CRC; 2011 7 Li L, Luo S, Hu B,
Greene T Dynamic prediction of renal
Dynamic Risk Profiling Using Serial Tumor Biomarkers for ...
Theory Dynamic Risk Proﬁling Using Serial Tumor Biomarkers for Personalized Outcome Prediction David M Kurtz,1,2,3,20 Mohammad S
Esfahani,1,20 Florian Scherer,1,20,21 Joanne Soo, 1Michael C Jin, Chih Long Liu,1 Aaron M Newman,1,4 Ulrich Du¨hrsen, 5Andreas Hu¨ttmann,
Olivier Casasnovas,6 Jason R Westin,7 Matthais Ritgen,8 Sebastian Bo¨ttcher,9 Anton W Langerak,10 Mark …
Primary Colorectal Cancer: Use of Kinetic Modeling of ...
netic models for the analysis of dynamic contrast-enhanced CT data with respect to the prediction of 5-year overall survival in primary colorectal
cancer Materials and Methods Patients This study was approved by the insti-tutional review board, and informed consent was obtained from all
patients A lthough US Food and Drug AdDynamic Contrast-Enhanced CT of the Abdomen to Predict ...
survival group (2273 ± 473 HU) A cutoff value of 200 HU for the CT value of the renal medulla in the delayed phase CT had a sen-sitivity of 78%
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(14/18), a specificity of 73% (11/15), an accuracy of 76% (25/33), and a positive predictive value of 78% (14/18) for CT prediction of poor clinical
prognosis The mean CT values of the renal
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